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ABSTRACT: Interpretations of the interactions of nanocarriers with biological cells
are often complicated by complex synthesis of materials, broad size distribution, and
heterogeneous surface chemistry. Herein, the major capsid proteins of an icosahedral
T7 phage (55 nm in diameter) are genetically engineered to display a gold-binding
peptide and a prostate cancer cell-binding peptide in a tandem sequence. The
genetically modified phage attracts gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) to form a cluster of
gold nanoparticles (about 70 nanoparticles per phage). The cluster of AuNPs maintains
cell-targeting functionality and exhibits excellent dispersion stability in serum. Under a
very low light irradiation (60 mW cm−2), only targeted AuNP clusters kill the prostate
cancer cells in minutes (not in other cell types), whereas neither nontargeted AuNP
clusters nor citrate-stabilized AuNPs cause any significant cell death. The result
suggests that the prostate cancer cell-targeted clusters of AuNPs are targeted to only
prostate cancer cells and, when illuminated, generate local heating to more efficiently
and selectively kill the targeted cancer cells. Our strategy can be generalized to target
other types of cells and assemble other kinds of nanoparticles for a broad range of applications.
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Bacteriophages, often called phages, have received growing
attention as a well-defined protein-based platform for the

assembly of nanostructured functional molecules and materi-
als.1−5 They are biocompatible, very uniform in size and
morphology, and relatively stable at a high temperature, in a
wide range of pH, and in the presence of nucleases and
proteases.6,7 Their surface chemistry can be easily controlled by
a technique called as “phage display”, which is based on genetic
modification of phage genomes to express extra peptides on the
coat proteins of phages.1−4 Randomized peptides can be
expressed on the coat proteins to produce a phage library.
Biopanning is a selection process to identify peptide motifs that
exhibit a high binding affinity to specific molecules, proteins,
materials, cells, and organs.8,−10 A filamentous M13 phage has
been widely utilized to express short peptides on the coat
proteins for peptide-mediated assembly of various materials
(e.g., metal, metal oxide, molecular dyes, and carbon nanoma-
terials) for applications to the production of nanostructured
materials for lithium ion batteries, photocatalysis, photovoltaics,
and piezoelectric devices.1−5,11,12

Phages are particularly attractive for therapeutic and
bioimaging applications because a wide range of biomolecular
interactions (e.g., antibody−antigen, ligand−receptors, and
peptide−peptide interactions) have been studied using phage
display.8,9,13 In this respect, phages can be used as a platform
for the delivery of therapeutic and imaging agents because
targeting ligands and imaging probes can be easily conjugated

to the chemically well-defined surface of phages.14,15 Recently,
Ghosh et al. showed a very promising result on in vivo
bioimaging using M13 phages as a delivery carrier.16 They
displayed a SPARC (secreted protein, acidic and rich in
cysteine)-binding peptide, SPPTGIN, on the pIII minor coat
proteins for prostate cancer targeting and triglutamate on the
pVIII major coat protins for templated assembly of iron oxide
nanoparticles. The genetically engineered M13 phages were
evaluated for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of targeted
cancer cells in vivo. M13 phages were also utilized to assemble
fluorescent single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) by
displaying a pH-sensit ive SWNT-binding peptide
(DSPHTELP) on pVIII for second near-infrared (NIR)
window fluorescence imaging.17 Furthermore, the refactored
M13 phage genome, which was redesigned by physical
separation of overlapping genetic elements between pIX and
pVII, was applied for targeted bioimaging and drug delivery to
prostate cancer cells.18 Despite attractive features of M13
phages as a template for assembly of functional nanomaterials,
M13 phages are relatively long (about 1 μm) to penetrate a
plasma cell membrane, and only five copies of peptides
displayed on pIII are used to target cancer cells.
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By comparison, T7 phages can display 415 copies of extra
peptides on their capsid shell by simple genetic manipulation,
providing a high apparent binding affinity to target molecules
and materials via multivalent interactions. In practice, it was
demonstrated that T7 phages displaying a RGD motif showed a
very strong affinity to human transferrin immobilized on a
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) chip.19 T7 phage has an
icosahedral shape with a diameter of about 55 nm, comprising a
capsid shell of 10B major capsids (gene 10).20,21 The size and
shape of T7 phages are desirable for intracellular delivery of
therapeutic and imaging agents. Another important advantage
of T7 phages as a targetable carrier is that a relatively long
peptide can be displayed on all of the major coat proteins.
AuNPs have been widely investigated for theranostic and

biosensor applications due to their unique optical properties,
biocompatibility, and chemical stability.22 Methods to control
the size and morphology of AuNPs and functionalize their
surfaces have been well-established for the past decade.23,24 In
particular, the light-to-heat conversion under light illumination
at a frequency overlapped with the absorption band of SPR of
AuNPs makes them an attractive heat source for hyperthermic
damage to cancer cells.25 Photothermal therapy, also called
hyperthermal therapy, is a minimally invasive approach to
cancer treatments. Its aims to treat not only a tumor with a
small volume in sites where surgery is difficult but also a tumor
placed in organs requiring functional preservation such as
prostate and uterus. In addition, to enhance the highly intensive
and localized hyperthermic effect without damaging normal
tissues, photothermal therapy using surface functionalized
AuNPs have been investigated.26 However, commonly used
AuNPs have some limitation for photothermal therapy because
of their low heating efficiency and a low absorption level within
the tissue transmittance spectra.27 It has been reported that
structural parameters of AuNPs (e.g., size and shape) are
related to the efficiency of photothermal therapy. Compared to
AuNPs, gold nanoshells and gold nanorods exhibited an
increased absorption and spectral tunability to a longer
wavelength, leading to enhanced photothermal effects in the
near-infrared region.28 However, the fabrication of a thin gold
shell of 3 to 8 nm thick, exhibiting the maximal absorbance, is
very difficult to control. As an alternative way, the assembly of
AuNPs on polymer templates by dipole−dipole interactions
was employed to induce the red shift of their absorption
spectrum.29 It was also reported that pH-responsive aggrega-
tion of AuNPs in an acidic condition enhanced photothermal
effects with a low illumination threshold.30 Furthermore,
theoretical simulations characterized nanocluster structures to
achieve the maximal SPR absorption for efficient photothermal
effects.31 These studies concluded that the clusterization of
AuNPs without particle intersection can be an effective route to
efficient photothermal therapy.
In this study, we introduce genetically modified T7 phages as

a multifunctional template to self-assemble AuNPs to hollow
nanoclusters for cancer-targeted photothermal therapy (Figure
1). To assemble AuNPs on the surface of T7 phages, a 14-
amino-acid gold-binding sequence (MHGKTQATSGTIQS)
was fused to the major coat 10B protein.32 The genetically
engineered phage is denoted as “G-phage”. Among several
gold-binding peptide sequences, the above sequence was
chosen because of a high binding affinity even at a high salt
concentration. The dissociation constant (Kd) was 150 pM.
The selected gold-binding peptide does not include any
cysteine residue, which generally forms a chemical linkage

between Au and a thiol group as shown in self-assembled
monolayers.33 On the other hand, the gold-binding peptide
contains amino acids with polar hydrophilic side chains
including glutamine, serine, and threonine.32,34 The binding
mechanism of such hydroxyl-rich peptides has been inves-
tigated, but molecular level details are not yet fully proved,
indicating the complex nature of peptide-inorganic surface
interactions in an aqueous milieu under ambient conditions.
This physisorption process is basically mediated by a
combination of multiple interactions, including lattice match-
ing, intermolecular interactions within the peptide, and solvent-
surface interactions.34−36

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To design T7 phages as a hybrid nanocarrier for cancer
targeting, a peptide that targets the surface of prostate cancer
cells (PC3) was also displayed to each 10B capsid. Although
prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA) have been used to diagnose prostate cancers,
they have relatively a low specificity and do not work for all
types of prostate cancers.37 In this work, a prostate cancer cell-
binding peptide (IAGLATPGWSHWLAL), isolated by biopan-
ning from fUSE5 phage display, was introduced along with the
gold-binding peptide on the same capsid protein in a tandem
arrangement.38 The DNA sequences encoding gold- and PC3-
binding peptides were connected with a tetraglycine linker and
ligated into a T7Select 415−1b vector. As control samples, T7
phages that display either the gold-binding peptide or the PC3-
binding peptide were also constructed in the same manner. The
expression of the external peptides was verified by sequencing

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of cancer-selective photothermal
therapy via prostate cancer-targeted intracellular delivery of T7-
templated AuNP nanoclusters, where T7 phages are genetically
modified to display gold-binding and prostate cancer cell-targeting
peptides on the viral surface.
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the PCR products of selected plaques. The phages displaying
the PC3-binding peptide are denoted as “P-phage”, and the
ones displaying both of the peptides as “GP-phage”. The fusion
of the peptides to the capsid proteins of T7 phages did not
significantly influence on the morphology of phages compared
to unmodified ones, as observed by TEM (Figure S1). The
amplification rate of G-phage, P-phage, and GP-phage from a 2
L-scale amplification were 2.0 × 1011 pfu mL−1, 2.8 × 1011 pfu
mL−1, and 1.9 × 1011 pfu mL−1, respectively. There were no
significant differences in terms of an amplification rate
compared to that of unmodified T7 phage (2.6 × 1011 pfu
mL−1).
The prepared recombinant phages were evaluated in terms of

specific binding ability of AuNPs. P-phage containing no gold-
binding motif was used as a negative control. Ten microliters of
each recombinant T7 phage prepared at a concentration of 2 ×
1011 pfu mL−1 were mixed with a 50 μL suspension of 5 nm
AuNPs (5 × 1013 particles mL−1). After incubation for 20 min,
the samples were exposed to the centrifugal force (2250 × g).
No precipitation was observed for the control AuNPs

suspension and the mixture of AuNPs with P-phage (Figure
2A). On the other hand, reddish precipitation was observed for
both of G-phage and GP-phage presumably due to the
clusterization of AuNPs on the phages. The precipitates were
resuspended in 0.1 mL PBS, and the absorption spectrum of
the resuspended samples was measured. The formation of gold
clusters on T7 phages resulted in red shift of the SPR peak from
520 nm to about 540 nm with peak broadening (Figure 2B).
Free GP-phage without AuNPs did not show any light
absorption in the same range of wavelength. Therefore, the
red shift of the SPR peak of the clusters of AuNPs on G-phage
(denoted ‘G-phage@AuNPs’) and GP-phage (denoted ‘GP-
phage@AuNPs’) indicates that AuNPs were bound to the
recombinant phages via specific interactions with the gold-
binding peptide motif displayed on the phages.
The capsid shell of GP-phage was covered by 5 nm AuNPs,

whereas P-phage and wild-type phage were not combined with
AuNPs (Figure 2C). The number of AuNPs bound to T7
phages was measured from TEM images. Figure 2D shows the
average number of AuNPs bound to each GP-phage as a

Figure 2. Binding of AuNPs with the recombinant phages. (A) The photograph of engineered phages bearing different genes incubated with AuNPs.
The phages presenting peptides having gold binding affinity (G-phage and GP-phage) showed clearly visible precipitates compared to others. (B)
Absorption spectrum of various phages with AuNPs. C. TEM images of P-phage@AuNPs and GP-phage@AuNPs. The contrast difference between
the images was caused by different exposure time. (D) The average number of AuNPs bound on the capsid of T7 phage at each molar ratio was
measured from TEM images. The average number of AuNPs was counted from 15 samples. (E) TEM imagies of GP-phage@AuNPs at each molar
ratio of AuNPs to GP-phages. All TEM samples were stained with 1% uranyl acetate.
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function of the molar ratio of the number of AuNPs mixed with
the phage to the total copy number of gold-binding peptides
displayed on the phages (Figure 2D). The number of AuNPs
per phage increased with the increased ratio of AuNPs to
phages and reached a plateau value of about 70 per phage,
which seem to be the saturation number as a highly packed
assembly of AuNPs were observed in TEM images as shown in
Figure 2E. We also examined the effects of the size of AuNPs
on their binding capability to the phages. AuNPs of 10 and 25
nm in diameter were incubated with GP-phage in the same
manner with 5 nm AuNPs. Although 10 nm AuNPs can bind to
the phages despite much smaller number of AuNPs per phage
(up to about 30 AuNPs per phage), 25 nm AuNPs hardly
formed clusters on the surface of phages (Figure S2). These
results indicate that the small size of AuNPs is important for
efficient binding to T7 phages, which have a diameter of about
55 nm. We speculate that this size effect was derived from steric
hindrance and a lower diffiusivity of larger AuNPs rather than
any chemical differences of the surface of AuNPs. Further
investigation is now underway to identify the factors involved in
such size effects.

The hydrodynamic diameters of AuNPs, GP-phage, and GP-
phage@AuNPs in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were 9.6 ±
5.5 nm, 55.2 ± 3.3 nm, and 125.9 ± 14.4 nm, respectively
(Figure S3). The zeta potentials of AuNPs and GP-phage were
−17.81 ± 1.3 and −8.8 ± 1.1 mV, respectively. Interestingly,
GP-phage@AuNPs became more negatively charged (− 34.78
± 2.6 mV) (Figure S3). These results indicate that interactions
between AuNPs and GP-phage are mediated not by electro-
static interations but by peptide-based specific interations.
Electrostatic interactions have been widely used for preparation
of nanoscale drug and gene carriers, but their structural stability
often fails to be maintained by the presence of salts.
Importantly, GP-phage@AuNPs showed good dispersion
stability in a serum-containing medium. AuNPs and GP-
phage@AuNPs in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) were
incubated with shaking at 100 rpm at 37 °C. The hydrodynamic
size of the particles was measured at predetermined time
intervals (0, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h). There was no significant change
in the particle size of GP-phage@AuNPs in PBS (125.9 ± 14.4
nm) and 10% FBS (129.9 ± 16.9 nm) (Figure S4). On the
other hand, the size of citrate-stabilized AuNPs gradually

Figure 3. Cellular uptake and distribution of GP-phage@AuNPs into PC3 cells. (A) Dark-field images of GP-phage@AuNPs, P-phage@AuNPs, and
GP-phage@AuNPs bound on the cells. (B) The number of AuNPs bound on each recombinant phages taken into PC3 cells was measured using
ICP-MS. Significant statistical differences based on analysis of variance were assigned for p-values of <0.05 (*) and <0.01 (**) with 95% and 99%
confidence levels, respectively. (C, D) TEM images of GP-phage@AuNPs internalized within PC3 cells in ultrathin section specimens. The cells
were treated with GP-phage@AuNPs for 5 h, followed by medium replacement and additional incubation for 20 h.
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increased and were eventually aggregated to micrometer-sized
precipitates in 6 h in 10% FBS. Their optical properties were
also changed (Figure S4C, D). The excellent dispersion stability

of GP-phage@AuNPs suggests that T7 phages-templated
AuNP clusters are highly feasible for applications as a
nanocarrier for targeted bioimaging and drug delivery.

Figure 4. Prostate cancer cell-selective cellular uptake of GP-phage@AuNPs. (A) The photograph of the harvested cells treated with GP-phage@
AuNPs. PC3 cells exhibited dark red due to the intrinsic color of AuNPs, whereas other cells did not. (B) The number of AuNPs bound on GP-
phages internalized into each cell was measured using ICP-MS. (C) Blue staining of dead cells 3 h post irradiation. Each cells was treated with GP-
phage@AuNPs and exposed to the light source (60 mW cm−2) for 15 and 30 min. (D) The viability of each cell line by photothermal effects of GP-
phage@AuNPs.
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Cytotoxicity of the recombinant T7 phages and T7-
templated AuNP clusters was determined using the lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) release assay. PC3 cells (7.0 × 103 cells/
well) were incubated with GP-phage and GP-phage@AuNPs at
37 °C for 72 h in DMEM containing 10% FBS. No significant
increase in the amount of LDH released to the media was
found for all of the tested samples, indicating that they do not
induce damage on the cell membranes (Figure S5A). In
addition, cell viability was determined by the CCK-8 assay,
which enables viable cells to be detected by a colorimetric
method. Both GP-phage and GP-phage@AuNPs showed
almost 100% cell viability up to 5.0 × 109 pfu/well in the
cells. These results clearly verify that the recombinant phages
and T7-templated AuNP clusters have no effects on the
metabolic activities of cells (Figure S5B). Previous studies on
the pharmacokinetics and immune responses of phages also
suggest that phages do not cause any detrimental effects,
implying that the use of phages is a possible approach to in vivo
applcations.
To evaluate the specificity of receptor-mediated binding of

GP-phage@AuNPs to PC-3 cells, we determined the numbers
of GP-phage@AuNPs bound to and internalized into different
types of cancer cells. PC3 (human prostate carcinoma),
HCT116 (human colorectal carcinoma), and A549 (human
lung carcinoma) were chosen for this purpose because all of
them are epithelial cells originated from different organs. The
cells were treated with GP-phage@AuNPs and harvested by
centrifugation. The cell pellets collected from PC3 cells appear
dark red color due to the SPR of AuNPs, whereas other cells
did not exhibit the color (Figure 3A). The cellular uptake of
GP-phage@AuNPs was also quantatively compared using
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).
The average number of AuNPs taken into individual cell was
calculated by eqs 1 and 2 (see the Experimental Section). The
quantitative assessment showed that the large number of
AuNPs was markedly detected in PC3 cells treated with GP-
phage@AuNPs compared to other cells, clearly demonstrating
the target cell specificity of GP-phage@AuNPs (Figure 3B).
The presence of serum did not significantly affect the cellular
uptake of GP-phage@AuNPs as determined by ICP-MS
(Figure 3B) and dark-field microscopy (Figure S6). There
was also no significant change in the size distribution of GP-
phage@AuNPs in 10% FBS, indicating good dispersion stability
of the phage-templated AuNP clusters (Figure S4).
The target-specific interaction of GP-phage@AuNPs with

PC3 cells was also examined on a dark-field microscope. Dark-
field microscopy uses a narrow beam of white light and detects
the scattered light by the nanoparticles, hence occurring
brightly colored images of the nanoparticles against a dark
background. Therefore, it has been known as a fast and
sensitive way to imaging individual nanoparticles of 30 to 100
nm in diameter without staining.39 In this study, the cells were
incubated with three different recombinant T7 phages (G-
phage, P-phage, and GP-phage) complexed with AuNPs at 37
°C for 4 h and washed to remove unbound AuNPs. Light-
scattering images of the cells showed that GP-phage@AuNPs
were distinctly visualized as bright spots (orange colored) on
the target cells when compared to no significant signals from G-
phage@AuNPs and P-phage@AuNPs incubated with the target
cells (Figure 4A). Despite strong binding of AuNPs to G-
phages, G-phage@AuNPs did not bind to the cells because of
no targeting capability of the T7-templated AuNP clusters. In
the case of P-phage, AuNPs did not simply bind to the

recombinant phages because of the absence of the gold-binding
peptide on the phages. These results clearly demonstrated that
the tandem sequence display of both gold-binding and PC3-
biding peptides is essential for targeted delivery of clustered
AuNPs to cancer cells.
Quantitative analysis of GP-phage@AuNPs internalized into

the cells was determined by direct elemental analysis of gold
using ICP-MS. The average number of AuNPs internalized into
an individual cell was calculated from eqs 1 and 2 (see the
Experimental Section). When the cells were treated with GP-
phage@AuNPs, AuNPs were accumulated in PC-3 cells more
than 10 times compared to in other types of cells (Figure 4B).
In addition, the distribution of AuNPs within the cells was
observed by TEM, which enables direct visualization of metal
nanoparticles inside the cells. For TEM observation, PC3 cells
treated with GP-phage@AuNPs were fixed with glutaraldehyde
and stained with osmium tetroxide, followed by dehydration. It
is shown that large clusters of AuNPs were localized within
vesicular organelles (e.g., endosomes) within the target cells.
These results suggest that GP-phage@AuNPs were internalized
via receptor-mediated endocytosis, generating a network
structure of AuNP nanoclusters with a diameter of up to a
few hundred nanometers (Figure 4C, D).
The clusterization of AuNPs and their intracellular local-

ization can enhance photothermal effects to cause cell death
under low-power-density irradiation.27 In this sense, GP-phage
can play as a multifunctional platform to effectively increase
photothermal effects through the self-assembly of AuNPs to
cancer-targeted T7 phages. We investigated the feasibility of
GP-phage@AuNPs as an effective means of increasing cancer-
targeted photothermal effects by treating three different cancer
cells (PC3, HCT116, and A549) with GP-phage@AuNPs. The
cells were then exposed to low-power visible light (530 nm, 60
mW cm−2) for up to 30 min at 37 °C and incubated for
additional 3 h without exposure to the light. After washing with
PBS three times, the cells were stained with 0.4% trypan blue at
37 °C for 10 min and fixed with 4% formadehyde. The blue-
stained cells were noticeably detected in the PC3 cells treated
with GP-phage@AuNPs as an evidence of cell death, showing
the target-specific photothermal effects under mild visible-light
irradiation. On the other hand, any remarkable cell death was
not observed in both of normal cells (HaCat) and non-
targetable cancer cells (HCT116). The destruction of targeted
cancer cells through photothermal effects of GP-phage@AuNPs
were also confirmed by the Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay,
which determined cell viability by measuring the amount of the
formazan dye generated by dehydrogenases in living cells. After
irradiation, the cell viability of PC3 targeted by GP-phage@
AuNPs was reduced to about 35% post irradiation for 15 min.
On the other hand, HCT116 and HaCat cells maintained cell
viability greater than 80 and 90%, respectively, under the same
experimental condition. In PC3 cells, > 90% cell viability was
observed for P-phage@AuNPs, G-phage@AuNPs, and citrate-
stabilized AuNPs. The effects of the concentration of AuNPs on
photothermal cytotoxicity were also examined for citrate-
stabilized AuNPs and GP-phage@AuNPs (Figure S7). The
cytotoxicity increased with the increased concentration of GP-
phage@AuNPs while a much lower level of cytotoxicity was
maintained even at a high concentration of citrate-stabilized
AuNPs because of the dispersion instability of AuNPs as shown
in Figure S4. The results suggest that only GP-phage@AuNPs
induced selective and effective photothermal destruction of
targeted cancer cells without significant damages to other cells.
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■ CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we suggested genetically modified T7 phages as a
template to induce the self-assembly of AuNPs to nanoclusters
for prostate cancer-targeted photothermal therapy. The major
coat proteins of T7 phages were engineered to display both of a
prostate cancer cell-binding peptide and a gold-binding peptide
in a tandem sequence connected by a tetraglycine linker. The
genetically modified T7 phages were simply mixed with AuNPs
stabilized with citrates in an aqueous solution, leading to self-
assembly of AuNPs into nanoclusters on T7 phages. The
resulting prostate cancer-targeted, T7-templated AuNP nano-
clusters (GP-phage@AuNPs) exhibited high dispersion stability
in serum and no significant cytotoxicity. The AuNP nano-
clusters were selectively targeted to prostate cancer cells,
followed by the formation of entangled structures of the AuNP
nanoclusters inside the cells. Under a low level of visible-light
irradiation, the AuNP nanoclusters caused cell death in a very
selective manner to prostate cancer cells. These results strongly
suggest that the phage-templated approach can be a very
promising route to efficient target-specific delivery of functional
nanomaterials for therapeutic and bioimaging applications. We
also expect that the T7 phage displaying the gold-binding
peptide can be used for the self-assembly of gold nanorods,
which can absorb the near-infrared light with a high
photothermal conversion efficiency, enabling the in vivo
applications of the T7-templated gold nanoclusters. Genetic
modification of the T7 capsid proteins is very straightforward,
making this approach easily applicable to a wide range of
selective targeting to biomolecules and self-assembly of various
molecules and nanomaterials.

■ METHODS
Materials. A T7Select 415−1 Cloning kit was purchased from

Merck, Co. (Darmstadt, Germany). All components concerning
growth media were purchased from BD Bioscience (Franklin Lakes,
NJ, USA). HotStar Taq plus DNA polymerase was obtained from
QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany). All primers for dsDNA inserts were
synthesized from Bioneer Co. (Daejeon, Republic of Korea). PC3,
HCT116, and A549 cell lines were obtained from the Korea Cell Line
Bank (Seoul, Republic of Korea). A T4 DNA ligation kit, Rosewell
Park Memorial Institute medium 1640 (RPMI-1640), Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), PBS, and FBS were purchased
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). A CCK-8 assay kit was
purchased from Dojindo laboratories (Kumamoto, Japan). AuNPs (5
nm in diameter) and a LDH assay kit were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Construction of T7 Phage Displaying Target Peptides. To

express Au-peptide, PC3-peptide, and both of them in tandem on the
T7 phage capsid, the DNA sequences encoding the peptides were
connected with a GGGG-linker (underlined). The sequences for Au-
PC3-peptide were synthesized as follows: forward, 5′-[phosphate]
AATT CA ATG CAT GGC AAA ACC CAG GCG ACC AGC GGC
ACC ATT CAG AGC GGC GGC GGC GGC ATT GCG GGC CTG
GCG ACC CCG GGC TGG AGC CAT TGG CTG GCG CTG-3′
and reverse, 5′-[phos] AGCT CAG CGC CAG CCA ATG GCT CCA
GCC CGG GGT CGC CAG GCC CGC AAT GCC GCC GCC
GCC GCT CTG AAT GGT GCC GCT GGT CGC CTG GGT TTT
GCC ATG CAT TG-3′. The two primers were annealed at 95 °C for
3 min to form a dsDNA insert and ligated into a T7Select415−1b
vector as prepared by EcoR I/Hind III digestion. The ligation reaction,
in vitro packaging, and plaque assay were performed according to the
T7Select system manual (Novagen, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany). DNA sequencing of the PCR products obtained using
T7SelectUP and T7SelectDOWN primers was carried out to examine
the inserted sequences of the recombinant T7 phages.

Clusterization of AuNPs to the Recombinant Phages. Ten
microliters of the recombinant T7 phages (2 × 1011 pfu mL−1) were
incubated with 50 μL of AuNPs (5 × 1013 particles mL−1) for 20 min.
The mixtures were then centrifuged at 2,250 × g for 5 min to collect
the AuNPs bound to the phages. The precipitates were resuspended in
100 μL PBS (10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4, and 156 mM NaCl),
and their light-absorption spectra were measured using UV−vis
spectrophotometry (UV-1800, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan).

TEM Analysis. A drop of samples were placed on 300-mesh copper
TEM grids (Ted Pella, Inc., Redding, CA, USA) and allowed to be
loaded for 20 min. The grids were then washed with deionized water
three times and negatively stained with 1% uranyl acetate for 10 s.
Images were taken using TEM (JEM-3011, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

Characterization of GP-phage@AuNPs. The recombinant
phages (200 μL, 4 × 1011 pfu mL−1) were incubated with 1 mL of
AuNPs (5 × 1013 particles mL−1) for 20 min. The particle sizes and
zeta potentials were measured using DSL (ELSZ-1000, Otsuka
Electronics Co., Ltd., Japan). The scattered light intensity was
measured at a scattering angle of 165° at 25 °C, and the particle
size was calculated using the CONTIN routine. Zeta potentials were
measured in 1 mM PBS (pH 7.4). To determine the dispersion
stability of GP-phage@AuNPs, we incubated the samples in 10% FBS
with orbital shaking at 100 rpm at 37 °C for 24 h. The particle sizes of
samples were measured at predetermined time intervals using DLS.

Cytotoxicity Assays. Cytotoxicity of the recombinant phages was
investigated using the CCK8 assay and LDH release assays. PC3 cells
were seeded onto a 96-well plate at a density of 7.0 × 103 cells/well to
determine whether T7 phages have any cytotoxic effects on the cells.
The cells were incubated with phages at concentrations from 5.0 × 108

to 5.0 × 109 pfu/well at 37 °C under 5% CO2 for 72 h. Cell viability
was determined from the absorbance of cells treated with the CCK8
solution at 450 nm using a plate reader (1420 Multilabel Counter,
PerkinElmer). The supernatants were transferred to a new plate to
perform LDH release assay using the absorbances at 490 and 690 nm.

Cancer Targeting. The cells were seeded in a chamber slide (4-
well CultureSlides, BD Falcon) at a density of 7.0 × 104 cells/well and
cultured in DMEM at 37 °C under 5% CO2 for 24 h. The cells were
treated with each recombinant T7 phage (2 × 109 pfu) mixed with
AuNPs (2.5 × 1012 particles) at 37 °C for 4 h. The cells were washed
with PBS three times, fixed with 1% formaldehyde, and then visualized
on a dark-field microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon). The amounts of
AuNPs taken into PC3 cells were determined using ICP-MS. PC3,
HCT116, and A549 cells were cultured onto a 6-well plate at a density
of 1.0 × 106 cells/well at 37 °C under 5% CO2 for 24 h. The cells were
treated with each recombinant T7 phage (2 × 1010 pfu), which were
mixed with AuNPs (2.5 × 1013 particles) at 37 °C for 5 h. After
additional 20 h incubation, the cells were washed with PBS three
times, harvested, and repeatedly washed with PBS. The harvested cells
were pretreated with 70% nitric acid to degrade cell membranes before
ICP-MS analysis. The numbers of AuNPs per cell were calculated by
eq 1

=N
N

N NC
1

AuNP
total

total (1)

where Ntotal is the total number of gold atoms within the cells, N is the
average number of gold atoms per nanoparticle (N = 3862, calculated
by eq 2),40 and NCtotal is the total number of treated cells. The
norminal diameter of gold nanoparticles (D, nm) used in all
experiments was 5 nm. ρ denotes the density for face centered cubic
(fcc) gold (19.3 g cm−3), M is the atomic mass of gold (197 g mol−1),
and NA is the Avogadro number (6.02 × 1023):

π ρ=N
D
M

N
6

3

A (2)

Intracellular Distribution of GP-phage@AuNPs. PC3 cells
were seeded onto a 6-well plate at a density of 1.0 × 106 cells/well at
37 °C under 5% CO2. The cells were treated with GP-phages (2 ×
1010 pfu) mixed with AuNPs (2.5 × 1013 particles) for 5 h, followed by
incubation in a fresh medium for 20 h. The cells were washed with
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PBS several times, fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 24 h, stained
with 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h, and then dehydrated. The samples
were embedded in Epon812 and sliced as ultrathin sections for TEM
analysis (Tecnai G2 Spirit, FEI).
Photothermal Effect of GP-phage@AuNPs on the Target

Cells. PC3, HCT116, and HaCat cells were seeded onto a 96-well
plate at a density of 2.0 × 104 cells/well and incubated at 37 °C under
5% CO2 for 24 h. The cells were treated with GP-phages (2 × 108 pfu)
mixed with AuNPs (2.5 × 1011 particles) and then incubated in a fresh
medium for 20 h. The cells were exposed to a portable light-emitting
diode (LED) light source for 15−30 min at 37 °C and incubated for
additional 3 h. The LED has an emission peak of 530−540 nm and a
power density of 60 mW cm−2. The cells were washed with PBS
several times, stained with 0.4% trypan blue at 37 °C for 10 min, fixed
with 4% formaldehyde, and observed on an optical microscope (Leica
Microsystems GmbH, Germany). The cell viability was determined by
the CCK-8 assay. Cells were prepared in the same way described
above. The cells were washed with PBS several times, reacted with
media containing a CCK-8 assay solution, and then incubated at 37 °C
under 5% CO2 for 1 h. The absorbance was measured at 450 nm using
a plate reader (1420 Multilabel Counter, PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA,
USA).
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